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'^imend": title ^18, "United 'SbttesTC^e^oTfmpo^e'
-criminaT sanctions for violation of software copyright,
-clearing the measure for the President
P^ges. 817058-59
from Arizona, Senator DECGHCINI as an
PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF
original cosponsor. The bill was deSOFTWARE COPYRIGHT
signed to help the computer software
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I ask that industry combat the growing problem
the Chair lay before the Senate a mes- of large-scale commercial piracy of its
sage from the House of Representatives products, by making such conduct a
felony under Federal law punishable by
on S. 893.
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid be- fine and imprisonment. In so doing, S.
fore the. Senate the following message 893 simply treated software piracy in
the Barae manner that Congress had
from. the. House of Representatives:
earlier decided to- treat motion picture
Resolved, That the bill from the Senate (S. and sound recording piracy.
893) entitled "An Act to amend title 18. UnitFor several years, Federal law has
ed States Code, to impose criminal sanctions
tor violation of software copyright," do pass provided strong criminal penalties for
with the following amendments:
persons involved in the unauthorized
Strike-out all after the enacting clause an* production or distribution of multiple
Insert:
copies of phono records, sound recordSECTION 1. CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR COPYings, and motion pictures. In a similar
RIGHT INFRINGEMENT.
manner, this legislation was Intended
Section 2313(b) of title 1B^. United: States Code,,
to provide the same enhanced criminal
is amended, to read as follows:
sanctions for the violation of copyright
"(b) Any person who commits an offense in computer programs. S. 893 as passed
under subsection, (a) of this section—
"(1) shall be imprisoned not more than S by the Senate on June 4 protected only
years, or fined in the amount set forth in this computer software. We choBe this aptitle, or both, if the offense consists of the repro- , proach because computer software difi fere in many ways, such as design, use,
duction, or distribution, during-any ISO-day period, of at least 10 copies or phonorecords, of 1 and distribution methods, from those
or more copyrighted works, with a retail value forms of intellectual property presof more than 12,500;
ently afforded protection in the crimi"(2). shall be imprisoned not more than 10 nal law..
years, or fined in the amount set forth in. this,
The amended version of S. 893 that
title, or both, if the offense is a second or subsehas now come back to us from the
quent offense under paragraph (T); and
"(3) shall be imprisoned not more than 1 year, House contains all o f the teeth of our
arfined,in theamount set forth in- this title, or computer software bill but it has alboth, in any other. aaeJ\
tered and refined the way in which the
SEC XCONFOBtHNa AMENDMENTS.
criminal code addresses the entire
Section. 2319(c) of: title-IS,. United States Code,question of criminal penalties for
isamended—
large-scale copyright infringement. In(1) in paragraph (1) by striking 'sound, record- stead of the previous scheme of sepaing', 'motion picture'^ 'audiovisual work',
rate statutes setting different penalties
"'phonorecord',** and" inserting "'phono- for piracy of different types of copyrecord' ","amf
righted material, the new House-passed
(2)1st.paragraph\(27by:ttnking "IIS" and'in- law sets a uniform standard of liability
ssrttng'T20f.
Amend"- On* title- so. as to- read: "An, Act to- for piracy of copyrighted works, whethamend title IB, United States? Code, with re- er they be motion pictures, records,
books, or computer software. This is a
spect to-the-criminal penalties.for copyright.
Infringement'*:
welcome and logical development in
clarifying the point at which the copyMr. HATCH. Mn. President,. I was
right law Intersects with the criminal
pleased, l a s t Hummer when the. Senatecode, and. I would like to sincerely
unanlmoualy passed S. 893.. as. origicompliment
Representative
BILL
nally proposed. I introduced S. 893. earHUGHES, the author of this amendment,
lier this year., with- my good friend
for his foresight in seeing how my bill
could be improved without losing any
of its substance.
OPIfcOIMC/ISC

The House- approach to the problem
of criminal copyright infringement necessitated several amendments to current law. Because- the amended bill
predicates liability- on the proof that
the copied material exceeds a certain
"retail value," questions will no doubt
arise as to what constitutes "ratal]
value." I note with, approval the' extended discussion of this issue in th£
House report, particularly the view
that In the. amended bill the: term "• retail value" means t h e suggested retail
price of the legitimate copyrighted
work a t t h e initial time of its release;
and not the market price of the pirate
copy. In t h e case of a copyrighted: work
that is not sold at. retail, the "retail
value" for the purpose of Che statute
should reflect the harm; to- the copyright holder and. not the infringer's
profits: for example the unauthorised
release
of
vtdBocacsettes
or

OIMC/ISC Form 3 (Rev. 12/90)

audlocassettes embodying as yet ture If presented with reasons to do so.
unreleased material will necessarily It Is my opinion that at this point the
harm copyright owners, distributors courts do Beem to be Interpreting the
and retailers far In excess of the retail term "willfully" in a workable manner,,
value of the Infringing material. For that the existing statute Is meeting
example, a film print or audio studio the objectives that Congress set out
master which Is not to be sold on the when the law was enacted, and that the
open market obviously has substantial, text of S. 893 is sufficient as adopted.
asset value. '•_•.
As the House report Indicates, and as I
The Important point to keep In mind, would like to emphatically, state, this
Is that retail value should be deter- criminal statute is not designed to
mined by looking to the value of the reach Instances of permissible, private
copyrighted works In the legitimate re- home copying, nor does It represent
tall market; hot the thieves' criminal ' any Infringement on traditional conmarket. For the purpose of the crimi- cepts permitting the fair use of copynal law, we should determine the harm righted materials for purposes of refrom the point of view of the copyright search, criticism, scholarship, parody,
holder, not by the value of the gain to and other long-reconglzed uses. Simithe criminal. So I agree that the term larly, this bill is not designed to Inter"retail value" should generally mean fere with evolving notions of fair use,
the suggested retail price of the legiti- as that concept is applied with respect
mate copyrighted work at the Initial to new communications networks and
time of release and not the value of the computer technologies. Once again, I
pirate copies. In the event the copy- would point out that the mens rea rerighted work Is not sold In the form quirement is strict with respect to this
copied or distributed, the term "retail crime: unless done for the express purvalue" should mean the greater of the poses of obtaining commercial advanreplacement cost or the true cost of tage or private financial gain, copying
production of the copyrighted work, in- of copyrighted material la not a crime
cluding, but not limited to, the pur- under S. 893. Simply put, the copying
chase cost of the components of the must be undertaken to make money,
copyrighted work, design costs, and and even Incidental financial benefits
labor and overhead expenses required that might accrue as a result of the
copying should not Contravene the law
to create and manufacture the work.
where the achievement of those beneAnother potential question relating fits were not the motivation behind the
to the sew standard of criminal liabil- copying.
ity for cdpyright Infringement is an
issue that arose during House considerMr. President, the willful Infringeation of this legislation. 17 U.S.C. ment of copyright in computer soft506(a) currently prohibits any person ware programs is a widespread practice
from infringing a copyright "willfully that is threatening the United States
and for purposes of commercial advan- software Industry. The easy accessibiltage or private financial gain." The ity of computer programs distributed
term "willfully," although used In In magnetic media format, together
copyright statutes since 1897 for crimi- with the distribution of popular applinal violations, has never.been defined. cations programs, has led to persistent
Instead, copyright owners and prosecu- large-scale copying of these programs.
tors have relied on standards developed Studies Indicate that for every authorby the courts. It is my view that it is ized copy of software programs in cirproper for the courts to Continue to de- culation, there is an illegal copy also
velop this concept in appropriate cases, in circulation. Losses to the personal
and that the version of S. 893 we adopt computer software Industry from all Iltoday by specifically falling to define legal copying were estimated to be $1.6
further the concept of "willful" con- billion In 1989. If we do not address the
duct acknowledges that fact.
piracy of these programs, we may soon
a decline In this vibrant and ImporI note that the House considered de- see
tant
sector of our economy.
fining the term "willfully" In this legislation. In fact, the House Judiciary
Not only is the software Industry seCommittee's Intellectual Property riously damaged, but the public is also
Subcommittee included a definition of victimized by these acts of piracy. The
"willfully" In the version of the bill it purchaser of pirated often pays full
referred to the full committee, but the price for a product which he or she befull committee-approved bill did not lieves is legitimate. However, not only
contain that language. The version of may there be Imperfections in the acS. 893 that has passed the House and is tual reproduction, but the quality of
before us now does not define "will- the product is also often lower as a refully." Therefore, S. 893 does not di- sult of cheap duplication equipment.
rectly or by Implication signal any dis- Furthermore, the consumer of pirated
approval with the manner In which the works is ineligible for the Important
courts have previously Interpreted this support and backup services typically
element of the offense.
offered by the software publisher.
At no point during our proceedings in
As was noted during the hearings on
the Senate Judiciary Committee or In increasing the penalties for illegal
the Subcommittee on Patents, Copy- copying of records, sound recordings,
rights and Trademarks did we consider and motion pictures, stlffer penalties
the question of defining by statute the toward piracy do act as a deterrent to
term "willfully", but I am certain that these, types.of crimes. Enhanced penwe would be willing to do so in the fu- alties for large-scale violation of soft-

ware copyright is more In line with the
seriousness of the crime.
I believe that the version of S. 893
that we consider today will provide a
strong tool for prosecutors and others
who. are interested In deterring the
growing problem of computer software
piracy. As I have mentioned, it maintains as well the. strict protections that
the motion picture and sound recording
industries have, enjoyed for nearly a
decade, and it nips in the bud the potential for large-scale book piracy that
might otherwise be exploited through
emerging technologies.
Under the language of S. 893, a person
involved in software piracy—or for that
matter any crime copyright Infringement—would be subject to a fine and
imprisonment of up to 10 years if the
offense Is a second or subsequent act of
reproducing or distributing at least 10
copieB of the copyrighted work. For a
first offense, the penalty cannot exceed
a term of 5 years Imprisonment and/or
the fine prescribed by title 18, for first
offenses. In addition, the criminal liability attaches if fewer than 10 works
are copied if the retail value of the copied works exceeds $2,500. In this instance, the prescribed imprisonment
cannot exceed 1 year.
Mr. President, I am very pleased that
both HouseB of Congress have reached
an agreement on this Important issue.
It is my belief that enactment of S. 893
will end the unacceptable current situation where this significant area of
criminal activity is insufficiently proscribed and Ineffectively punished.
Before concluding, I would be remiss
If I did not note again the significant
help we have received In drafting this
legislation from Representative BILL
HUGHES, the chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Intellectual Property and the Administration of Justice,
as well as the customary strong support we are used to receiving from Representative CARLOS MOORHEAD, the
ranking Republican on that subcommittee. Nor could this successful
conclusfon have been achieved without
the excellent staff work of Bill Patry,
Hayden Gregory, Joe Wolfe, and Tom
Mooney from the House Subcommittee
on Intellectual Property; Karen Robb,
chief counsel of the Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights, and
Trademarks; and Darrell Panethlere of
my Judiciary Committee staff. To all
of them, I express my gratitude.
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I move the
Senate concur in the amendments of
the House.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote.
Mr. SIMPSON. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
_ _ _. _
_

